
QUANTITATIVE GENETICS, MULTIPLE ALLELES, AND KIDS 

Remember, ten genes, each with two alleles. For you techies out there, we're also going to say, each 

gene is on a different chromosome, so they assort independently.  

Here's Bob! Aa Bb Cc DD EE ff Gg Hh ii JJ – he's got 11 capitals and 9 lower-cases 

Here's Janet! AA BB CC DD Ee FF GG HH II JJ – she's got 19 capitals and 1 lower-case 

What kind of kids can they have, regarding these genes? Per gene, each parent can provide one of his or 

her two alleles. Remember, each gene can be treated as a separate case, and each kid is independent of 

the other kids. So … 

Do plain old Mendel with each gene. The kid can be either AA or Aa, BB or Bb, CC or Cc, DD and nothing 

but, EE or Ee, Ff and nothing but, GG or Gg, Hh or HH, Ii and nothing but, and JJ and nothing but. So at 

one end of the possible range, a kid of theirs will have all capitals except one f and one j, for 18 out of 

20; and for the other, one lower-case for each gene for which it's possible, meaning 12 out of 20 

capitals. Their kids' range of coloration therefore runs from 12-18 capitals out of 20. 

Be happy I'm not requiring you to work out the probabilities. The chance for Bob and Janet to have a kid 

with 12 capitals out of 20 is 1/128, or %. The chance for them to have a kid with 18 capitals out of 20 

happens, in this case, to be the same. The chances for the middle of that range, say 15 capitals, is much 

higher, because the pigmentation doesn't care which genes provide capitals, only how many. 

If that set of outcomes seems complex and broad, note that one of the parents fell at the far end of the 

range and is very limited in the genetic diversity she can supply via her ova, for these genes. If both 

parents had been like Bob, somewhere in the middle range, then the kids' range would span most or all 

of the possibilities, with the extreme ends (or near them) being possible but extremely unlikely. 


